
Gamkaskloof (Die Hell) 

 

The distance from Prince Albert to the visitors centre in Gamkaskloof is about 70 km one way, but 

because of the nature of the spectacular sand road this journey should be considered as a full day 

trip, or even better, spend a night or two in one of the beautifully restored cottages run by Cape 

Nature or private owners. Although four wheel drive is not essential a fairly strong vehicle with good 

ground clearance is recommended.  

Leaving Prince Albert in a southerly direction the Swartberg Pass road (R328) is a right hand turn at 

(33015.69’S, 22002.88’E). A description of the first part of this route is given in the 

‘SwartbergPass/Meringspoort Circular Route’ guide in another part of this programme. About 16 

km from Prince Albert the sign ‘Gamkaskloof 37 km – travelling time 2 hours’ is seen on the right 

(33020.37’S, 22002.31’E).  For about 33 km the road continues in a westerly direction as it climbs 

and descends through a valley cut in the Swartberg crossing many streams which drain north 

through the mountains. Till finally, after a long climb, you come to the top of the Elandspad Pass 

and below, via a steep descent and many hairpin bends, lies Gamkasloof forming a giant cleft 

stretching from east to west for about 20 km, it’s centre a green ribbon winding into the distance 

and intersecting the Gamka river further to the west. (Gamka means lion in San)  

The area used to be home of the San and Koi as numerous rock paintings and artefacts have been 

found in the caves and overhangs of the valley. Legend has it that Gamkaskloof was ‘discovered’ in 

the early 19th century by farmers, who were looking for lost cattle and found this hidden valley by 

accident and stayed and cultivated various crops in the fertile environment. The first permanent 

settler was Peter Swanepoel, who settled in the valley in the 1830s. Later, the Marais, Cordier, 

Joubert, Nel and Mostert families settled in the valley, growing ultimately to a community of around 

160 individuals.  

The first written account of the valley comes from Deneys Reitz in his book ‘Commando’ where he 

writes about his experiences in the 1899-1902 Anglo Boer War. He describes how his small 

commando were trying to cross the Swartberg to join General Smuts in the Great Karoo to the north 

when they came across this hidden valley cultivated by white farmers that wore buckskin clothes 
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and spoke a strange outlandish Dutch. They were hospitably received by the Cordier family and were 

fed goat’s meat and wild honey before being shown the way out of the kloof. 

The residents farmed grain, vegetables, fruits, tea and tobacco, along with distilling witblits and 

brewing beer made from wild honey and they walked or used horses to cross the Swartberg 

mountains to reach Prince Albert or Calitzdorp to sell their produce or for medical treatment. Later a 

school was established, with the teacher also leading the Sunday church. 

Nobody is sure where the name 'Die Hel' name came from. One popular story is that a Piet Botha (an 

animal inspector) visited the valley in the 1940s and used a particularly difficult route known as the 

'die leer' (the ladder) into the western end of the valley. He described the experience as "hell". The 

residents never liked the name and preferred to refer to themselves as 'Kloovers'. 

The residents had petitioned the government for many years to build a road and in the 1950s Mr. 

Otto du Plessis (Cape Provincial Administrator at the time) promised them an access road. In 1960 

the provincial government gave Koos van Zyl a bulldozer and eight labourers and instructed him to 

force a road from the Swartberg Pass into Gamkaskloof which he amazingly completed by 1962. 

However, not long after the road was built it led to the depopulation of the community. The 

children attended high schools in the nearby villages and most of them did not return to the 

subsistence life in the valley. The elderly retired to retirement villages outside the valley and the 

number of residents diminished. By the 1980s most of the original inhabitants had left and only 

one, Annetjie Joubert (neé Mostert), and her family, would later return to Fonteinplaas.  

In 1997 the entire Gamkaskloof valley was declared a World Heritage Site and was included in the 

Swartberg Nature Reserve.  Since this declaration most of the cottages in the kloof have been 

restored to their original design as part of a combined effort mainly by Cape Nature, private 

individuals, and other interested parties such as the Monument Commission, local museums and 

authorities. The only concession was to slightly modernise the cottages with the addition of solar 

power (for electric room lights only) and gas for the fridges and hot water systems. Most still have 

the old “Dover’ type wood stoves that were originally carried in on donkey back down into the 

valley.  

As you descend to the bottom of Elandspad Pass, you come to the Cape Nature gate and office 

(33021.17’S, 21044.21’E) and pass through the camp site. You are now driving along the valley floor, 

crossing the stream many times and passing Annetjie Joubert’s Fonteinplaas where refreshment 

and accommodation are available. Apart from Fonteinplaas all the restored cottages that are 

visible along the road belong to Cape Nature and are available for hire on a self-catering basis. A 

pictorial history of the families that used to live in the buildings is displayed both outside and inside 

the cottages. Further down the road you pass the school house and later the cottage of Lenie 

Marais who built the house herself and was also the local midwife. You finally cross the Gamka 

River that cuts through the Swartberg flowing to the south and a little way beyond that is Ou Plaas 

which is the Cape Nature ranger’s home and visitors centre which is well worth a visit to 

understand the natural and human history of the valley. A short distance beyond this is the gate to 

Boplaas where further restored privately owned cottages are for hire. 

The vegetation is quite diverse: ranging from mountain fynbos and riverine shrubs to renosterveld 

and Karoo-veld and an abundance of succulents. Wildlife is increasing due to rigid control by Cape 
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Nature and private land owners. Baboons are common, but Grey Rhebuck, Klipspringer and Kudu are 

becoming more numerous. Small carnivores like Rooikat, Cape wild cat and the river mongoose are 

occasionally seen and leopards have been confirmed by spoor and camera traps. Birdlife is abundant 

and at least 150 species have been recorded, including the Black, (or Verreaux’s) Eagle.  

A trip to this beautiful and remote valley is a journey back in time where, to some extent, you can 

relive the life and peace experienced by the old 'Kloovers'. 

 

 


